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pg. 4

Tanisha and Simone jump out and shove Bree in the back until she 
falls. Bree has a pillowcase on her head. Wren, Simone, and Tanisha 
begin kicking, punching, and pinching Bree. They then shove Bree out 
of the van. Bree scratches Simone, drawing blood during their scuffle. 

pg. 15 Kickboxing Sequence involving all the women in the class. 

pg. 17
Tanisha hops out of the van with a pillowcase to grab Delilah. Wren 
punches Delilah in the gut.

pg. 18 Simone kicks Delilah in the gut. Tanisha then kicks Delilah. 
pg. 19 Tanisha and Simone do low side kicks on Delilah. 
pg. 20 Wren kicks Delilah in the gut again.
pg. 22 Simone and Tanisha grab Delilah and "puts" Delilah out of the van. 

pg. 23
The Women all begin shadowboxing in class. The women kick, jab, 
and squat for a couple of minutes. 

pg. 53 Bree points the gun at Simone.

pg. 56 Bree points gun at Wren and Tanisha.

pg. 57
Candace and Delilah tie up Tanisha with Simone on the tree. Wren is 
tied up on the ground, while Bree kicks dirt at them.

pg. 59
Bree and Candace scuffle. They are trying to keep the gun away 
from one another. 

pg. 62 Bree keeps gun pointed at Wren while she is squatting in the woods. 

pg. 66
Candace slaps Tanisha lightly across the face. Then Candace slaps 
Tanisha harder across the face. 

pg. 66 Candace kicks Tanisha in the gut. 

pg. 67
Candace punches Tanisha, then kicks Tanisha. Afterwards, Candance 
slaps Tanisha and punches her in the head.  

pg. 69
Wren and Bree struggle for several moments over the gun. Bree gets 
the gun from Wren, who tries to take it again. The gun goes off, and 
Wren falls as she has been shot in the arm during the scuffle. 

Scene 14 - Clearing In The Woods 

Scene 13 - Clearing In The Woods 

Scene 4 - Van/Outside

Scene 6 - Gym

Scene 1 - Van/Outside

Scene 3 - Gym

Scene 11 - Parking Lot/ Van

Scene 12A - Clearing In The Woods

Scene 12B - Clearing In The Woods 


